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Te Papa slashes days off end-of-month reporting with Publisher

“Month-end reporting was seen as a nuisance when we were putting it together manually. With Publisher, it’s just a regular task that takes place at the end of the month - it’s simple and easy, so no one complains about it anymore.”
Craig Alderdice, Systems Analyst, Museum of New Zealand (Te Papa)

TechnologyOne Publisher enables organisations to automatically generate fully formatted reports, presentations and other business documents in PDF, Microsoft® Word, PowerPoint and Excel. Publisher translates data from your enterprise system into a useable output format such as a chart, and automatically embeds into your reports. The generated reports can contain text, tables, financial reports, charts, indicators, images and photos.

Reduced time to produce month-end reporting from a week to five minutes

“Previously our Manager of Compliance and Governance was spending at least a week to prepare our month-end reports because it was a really manual process. Now it’s totally automated and the time taken is minimal - you just press a button and it runs everything in five minutes.”

Improved accuracy of reports

“We had significant challenges around the accuracy of our data as it was all produced out of Microsoft Excel, through multiple manual data extractions from TechnologyOne. With Publisher, it’s now just pulled directly out of the system, giving a single source of the truth that we can trust.”

Devolved process to other people in the business

“We have been able to devolve the commentary process to other people in the business. Instead of having our CFO complete the entire commentary, we have spread the workload to the relevant people in the business.”

Expanding use of Publisher across the entire organisation

“Our goal for the next financial year is to improve reporting across the business, using TechnologyOne Publisher and Business Intelligence. At the moment Publisher is only used for month-end reporting and Directorate Reports but we have identified a lot of different areas within Te Papa where we could use Publisher to automate standard documents or templates.”